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Symptom attribution after a plane crash:
comparison between self-reported
symptoms and GP records
G A Donker, C J Yzermans, P Spreeuwenberg and J van der Zee
SUMMARY
Background: On 4 October 1992, an El Al Boeing 747-F cargo
aeroplane crashed on two apartment buildings in Amsterdam.
Thirty-nine residents on the ground and the four crew members
of the plane died. In the years after, a gradually increasing number of people attributed physical signs and symptoms to their
presence at the disaster scene.
Aim: To investigate the consistency between patients’ symptoms
attributed to the crash and GPs’ diagnoses and perception of the
association with the crash.
Design of study: Comparison between self-reported symptoms
to a call centre and GPs’ medical records on onset and type of
symptoms, diagnoses, and GPs’ perception of association with
the disaster, assessed by questionnaire.
Setting: Consenting patients (n = 621) contacting the call centre and their GPs.
Method: Patients were interviewed by the call centre staff and
interview data were recorded on a database. Questionnaires were
sent to the consenting patients’ GPs, requesting their opinions on
whether or not their patients’ symptoms were attributable to the
effects of disaster. Baseline differences and differences in reported symptoms between interviewed patients and their GP records
were tested using the χ2 test.
Results: The 553 responders reported on average 4.3 symptoms
to the call centre. The majority of these symptoms (74%) were
reported to the GP. Of the ten most commonly reported symptoms,
fatigue, skin complaints, feeling anxious or nervous, dyspnoea,
and backache featured in 80% of symptoms reported to the GP.
One out of four symptoms was either reported to the GP before
the disaster took place, or six or more years after (1998/1999,
during a period of much media attention). Depression (7%),
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (5%) and eczema (5%)
were most frequently diagnosed by GPs. They related 6% of all
reported symptoms to the disaster.
Conclusions: Most of the symptoms attributed to a disaster by
patients have been reported to their GP, who related only a small
proportion of these to the disaster.
Keywords: disaster; functional somatic syndrome; medically
unexplained physical symptoms; post-traumatic stress disorder;
medical records.
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Introduction
PLANE crashes are at present among the most feared and
dreaded disasters.1,2 Not only passengers are potential victims, but also people on the ground may be seriously
impacted by loss of life, as well as experience extensive
damage to their property or the environment. This occurred
on 4 October 1992, when an El Al Boeing 747-F cargo aeroplane crashed on two apartment buildings in an Amsterdam
suburb called the Bijlmermeer, a multicultural deprived
neighbourhood with an immigrant majority. Thirty-nine residents on the ground and the four crew members of the
plane died. In the years following the crash, suspicion arose
in certain groups about several aspects of the crash; in particular, the flight route (the black box was never found), the
plane (which had depleted uranium in its tail) and the cargo
(neither the Dutch nor the Israeli authorities were able to
retrieve full cargo specifications). A gradually increasing
number of people in the region attributed physical signs and
symptoms to their presence at the disaster scene and
requested medical examination.
Six years after the crash, the Dutch parliament decided to
conduct a parliamentary inquiry to determine the causes
and consequences of the plane crash and its possible
health effects. One year earlier (1997) the Ministry of Health
had decided to enhance an exploratory study of the health
of all those who considered themselves victims of the crash.
This study was carried out in 1998 and 1999.3 Victims were
invited to report their symptoms by telephone and were
asked to give informed consent to study their medical
records. Although literature about health effects in the aftermath of disasters is growing, little is known about
doctor–patient interaction in general practice in the years following a crash. The subject of this study is a comparison
between patients’ symptoms attributed to the crash, their
consistency with symptoms and diagnoses as noted in their
medical records in general practice, and general practitioners’ (GPs’) perception of a possible association with the
crash. This investigation is possible as, in the Dutch health
care system, each person is compulsorily registered on the
list of only one GP. The GP functions as a gatekeeper; consultation with a medical specialist is not possible without
being referred by the GP. Medical specialists report final
results of their examination to the patient’s GP.
The following questions will be answered:
1. How many and which symptoms reported to the call
centre have also been reported to the GP? If they were
reported, for how long have these symptoms been
known to the GP? What was the GP’s diagnosis for the
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HOW THIS FITS IN
What do we know?
Stress exacerbates and perpetuates
symptoms and lowers the threshold for
medical help seeking.

What does this paper add?
Most symptoms that were attributed to a disaster by patients
have been reported to their GP; however, GPs related only a
small proportion of these to the disaster. A quarter of the
symptoms that were attributed to the disaster by patients were
reported to their GP either before, or six or more years after,
the disaster took place. Many symptoms attributed to a disaster by patients would fit in the category ‘medically unexplained
physical symptoms’.

reported symptoms? When was this diagnosis made?
2. According to the GP, are the reported symptoms and
diagnoses caused by the disaster? What are the GP’s
arguments for relating or not relating these symptoms or
diagnoses to the disaster?

Method
Responders and GPs
A toll-free call centre staffed by 25 professional multilingual
interviewers was established, to which people could present
the health problems they attributed to the plane crash.
Further explanation of the organisation of the call centre and
recruitment of patients is reported in a separate article.4
During two months (June and July 1998) ten telephone lines
were open between 8.00 am and 10.00 pm. The interviews
lasted on average 45 minutes. People were requested to call
in themselves, with the exception of patients who were
younger than 14 years, (who would have been eight years
old at the time of the crash), too ill, or had a serious language barrier. In such cases a proxy was allowed to present
the health problems in his or her place. At the end of the telephone interview objectives were explained and consent from
the responders to ask his or her GP about symptoms in their
medical records was sought. Entry of data from the telephone interview into a computerised database took place
immediately after each call.
Data on the GP records were collected by sending questionnaires to patients’ GPs, after receiving signed informed
consent forms from their patients. Most GPs (90%) only had
one or two such patients in their practice. All GPs with three
or more patients (the greatest number of patients was 22)
were offered assistance in examining the medical records. If
additional information was considered appropriate then
GPs’ answer forms were accompanied by copies of specialists’ letters, laboratory results, etc; about 50% of GPs provided such extra documents.
The questionnaire that was sent to the GP reported symptoms and diagnoses as presented by the patient during the
telephone interview and included the following questions:
‘Did this patient consult you with the reported symptoms
and if so, when?’; ‘Do you relate the symptoms to the disaster?’; ‘Why (not)?’; ‘Were the symptoms converted into a
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diagnosis?’; ‘Can you confirm this diagnosis?’; ‘When was
this diagnosis made?’; ‘Was the diagnosis related to the disaster?’; ‘Why (not)?’

Measurement and measures
Telephone interviews. Trained interviewers used an adapted
version of the International Classification of Primary Care
(ICPC) to classify the symptoms.3,5
GP questionnaires. For the first question (‘Are the reported
symptoms known to the GP?’) four time frames were distinguished retrospectively, i.e. before the disaster took place
(before October 1992) and three periods after the disaster
took place (October 1992–1994; October 1995–1997; and
October 1998–1999).
For the second question (‘Do you relate the reported
symptoms to the disaster?’) the GP was requested to indicate, on a three-point scale, whether a relationship between
symptoms (and/or diagnoses) and the disaster was considered realistic (1 = unrealistic; 2 = possible; 3 = (very) realistic). The contents of the plane cargo had not yet been disclosed at the time of data collection.
Analyses. Information from the call centre and the GP medical records survey were summarised with descriptive statistics, using SPSS.6 Baseline differences and differences in
reported symptoms between responders contacting the
telephone enquiry line and those involved in the GP records
survey were tested using the χ2 test.3

Results
Were the reported symptoms noted in GP’s medical records?
Informed consent was received from 621 (73%) responders
out of 846 contacting the call centre. Four GPs were not
found and 30 GPs did not respond. Finally, 553 (89% of
those who gave informed consent) questionnaires were
received from 345 GPs scattered all over the country, with a
concentration in Amsterdam. A comparison of baseline variables between those responders whose medical records
were examined and those whose records were not, revealed
no difference in distribution of sex, age, and country of origin (data not shown). Responders (48%) were more frequently rescue workers than non-responders (37%, P<0.05)
and less often lived in the destroyed apartments (35% versus 43%, P<0.05 [data not shown]). Responders (42%)
more often reported psychological problems and problems
of the nervous system (25%) than non-responders (34% and
14% respectively, P<0.05 for both comparisons [data not
shown]).
The 553 responders reported in total 2358 signs and
symptoms (average 4.3 symptoms per responder). Of these,
2211 (94%) could be used for statistical analysis. In the other
6%, analysis was not possible owing to incomplete information from the GP. The majority of signs and symptoms (n =
1636 [74%]) had been reported to the GP (Table 1). Fatigue,
skin symptoms, feeling anxious or nervous, dyspnoea, and
backache were the most frequently reported (80% or more
had been reported to the GP). Of the 10 most frequently
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Table 1. Ten most frequently reported symptoms to the call centre, the percentage of responders who reported these symptoms to the GP
(n = 553 responders), and the percentage probably related to the disaster as judged by the GP (n = 2211 reported symptoms).
Symptom

Tiredness, fatigue
Headache
Sleeping problems
Dyspnoea
Concentration disorder
Dry skin
Memory disorder
Feeling anxious, nervous
Cough
Backache

Percentage of responders
(n = 553) reporting
symptom to call centrea

Percentage of responders
with this symptom who
reported it to their GP

Percentage of symptoms
probably related to
disaster according to GPb

45
18
16
15
14
13
13
12
9
9

80
73
70
79
83
81
53
81
75
80

3
6
23
3
3
15
16
18
0
3

aIt was possible for patients to have more than one symptom — the average symptom score was 4.3; bScored as ‘(very) realistic’ on a three-point
scale indicating the assumed association between diagnosis and disaster (1 = unrealistic, 2 = possible, 3 = [very] realistic).

reported symptoms to the call centre, memory disorder was
the least known to the GP (53% of cases reported to the GP
[Table 1]). Of all the symptoms reported to the call centre,
hyperventilation, digestive symptoms, and neurasthenia
were most frequently reported to the GP (Table 2). In contrast, instability of weight (gain or loss), hoarseness, frequent fever, and common cold were the least frequently presented symptoms to the GP (Table 2).

How long have these symptoms been known to
the GP?
The time of onset was known in 1456 (89%) out of 1636
symptoms reported to the GP. One out of nine symptoms,
attributed to the disaster by the patients, was reported to the
GP before the disaster took place (especially cardiovascular
symptoms, anxiety, and nervousness [Table 3]). Most symptoms (74%) were reported between October 1992 and 1998,
while 15% were reported to the GP in 1998/1999 (mainly
symptoms of the cardiovascular and musculoskeletal system [Table 3]).

GP’s translation from reported symptoms to diagnoses
In 553 patients, GPs interpreted 2211 presented symptoms
into 862 diagnoses, here analysed for the six most frequently reported symptoms (Table 4). This analysis made clear
that a symptom can be associated with several diagnoses,
but frequently the diagnosis could not be specified (medically unexplained physical symptoms [MUPS]). Fatigue
could, in addition to being unspecified in most cases, also
lead to diverse diagnoses, such as depression in 5% of
cases, upper respiratory tract infection, and diabetes mellitus in 1% of cases. Headache was presented as a symptom
of stress, as well as of sinusitis. Dyspnoea was related not
only to asthma/chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(18%) and allergy (2%), but also to hyperventilation (6%).
One-third of the patients (33.8%) showed one or more of
the ten most frequent diagnoses (data not shown).
Depression (6.7%) and post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) (5.2%) were most frequently diagnosed.
Neurasthenia (4.7%), muscle pain (3.1%), hyperventilation
(3.1%) and tension headache (2.9%) appear in the ten most
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frequent diagnoses in this study (data not shown), while it is
usually less frequently diagnosed in general practice.

Did the GP relate reported symptoms and diagnoses to the disaster?
Only 6% of all 2211 reported symptoms was related to the
disaster by the GP (data not shown). Although fatigue was
expressed by 45% of the patients, the GP related this in only
3% of cases to the disaster (Table 1). Coughing, reported by
9% of responders, was never related to the disaster. For
sleeping problems, reported by 16% of the patients, the percentage related to the disaster was much higher (23%).
Only a few diagnoses were frequently related to the disaster (Table 5); PTSD and acute stress were, not surprisingly, the most frequent. Highly incident diagnoses of the musculoskeletal system and skin were rarely related to the disaster.

What were GPs’ reasons for relating symptoms
or diagnoses to the disaster?
Where GPs related a symptom or diagnosis to the disaster,
the time of diagnosis was the most important reason for this
(data not shown).3 In particular, when the symptoms were
presented before the disaster took place or with a long delay
after it took place (at the time of high media attention during
the Parliamentary Inquiry), a direct relationship with the disaster was thought to be highly unrealistic. When the GP did
not relate a diagnosis to the disaster, he was questioned
about other specific causes. In 46% of cases the GP mentioned other psychosocial causes: in 13% an existing somatic disease; in 30% no clear cause; and in 8% a personality
trait (data not shown).3

Discussion
Three-quarters of symptoms reported to the call centre were
also found in GPs’ medical records. A quarter of these were
reported before the disaster took place, or six or more years
after — coincident with much media attention at the time of
the parliamentary inquiry. Symptoms that existed before the
disaster took place may have been aggravated by the disaster. However, a direct relationship with the disaster seems
unlikely. Most symptoms did not fit into a clear diagnosis
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Table 2. Comparison between the 20 most frequently and 20 least frequently reported symptoms to the GP, as a percentage of the number
reported to the call centre (n = number of responders, mean = 74%).
Symptom most reported to GP
Hyperventilation
Leg symptom
Abdominal cramp
Heartburn
Neurasthenia
Red eye
Painful eye
Frequently ill
Sore joints
Stomach ache
Hip symptom
Hypertension
Vomiting
Rash
Concentration disorder
Paraesthesia in fingers and/or feet
Depressive feelings
Wrist symptom
Dry skin
Feeling anxious, nervous

% reported

n

Symptom least reported to GP

100
100
94
92
89
89
89
89
87
87
86
86
86
83
83
83
82
82
81
81

8
21
17
13
9
9
9
9
44
16
7
14
14
6
6
6
34
11
72
63

Declined vision
Blurred vision
Painful skin
Lacrimation
Loss of appetite
Loss of hair
Excessive transpiration
Symptom elbow
Vitiligo
Foot symptom
Ankle symptom
Eye itching
Allergy
Memory disorder
Common cold
Facial neuralgia
Weight loss
Recurrent fever
Hoarseness
Weight gain

% reported

n

64
64
63
63
60
58
57
56
54
54
54
54
53
53
52
50
43
43
38
33

14
14
8
16
5
19
14
16
22
11
13
13
15
72
21
6
7
7
8
6

Table 3. Types of symptoms and time of first presentation to the GP (n = 1456 with symptoms).
Symptom category
General somatic symptoms
Fatigue
Symptoms in digestive tract
Eye symptoms
Cardiovascular symptoms
Musculoskeletal symptoms
Neurological symptoms
Psychological symptoms
Feeling anxious, nervous
Concentration disorder
Sleeping problems
Respiratory symptoms
Dyspnoea
Skin symptoms
Dry skin
Other symptoms
Total

Number with
symptoms

Before
1992 (%)

1992–1994
(%)

1995–1997
(%)

1998 or later
(%)

255
182
96
55
35
251
105
271
47
45
46
188
60
140
56
60
1456

11
9
10
9
17
14
14
11
17
7
11
12
12
6
4
4
11

31
33
32
44
29
24
29
40
41
42
37
36
35
34
38
41
33

43
42
42
42
31
42
39
37
38
36
35
40
40
49
48
46
41

15
16
16
5
23
20
18
12
4
15
17
12
13
11
10
9
15

and could be classified as MUPS. PTSD was frequently related to the disaster by GPs, but in general there was a high
discrepancy between patients and GPs in attributing symptoms and diagnoses to the disaster.
In literature concerning people experiencing a disaster or
an individually significant trauma, it is reported that 10%
develop PTSD.7-9 Although symptoms may decrease in the
course of time, even years after a disaster, some of the victims may exhibit full-blown PTSD.7,10,11 In the National
Comorbidity Survey, an average lifetime prevalence of 8%
for PTSD was reported, with a higher prevalence among
women and divorced persons. A high comorbidity of
depression, addiction, and personality disorders was reported as well.12 Studies concerning aeroplane disasters, such
as those at Lockerbie (1988) and Faro (1992), reported high
prevalences of PTSD in the years following the disaster.13-15
Types of symptoms and impact on life appeared to be the
same in all age groups.14 Earlier research concerning the
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disaster at Bijlmermeer also revealed a high incidence of
PTSD during the first year after the disaster; with 26%
exhibiting complete PTSD and 44% having partial PTSD
among eye witnesses and others involved, six months after
the disaster.16,17 A direct comparison with the 5.2% found in
the present study six years after the crash is not valid, as the
study population is not comparable. Nevertheless, the high
rate of depression and PTSD in our study, even years after
the crash, is consistent with the literature.
A limitation of our study is the self-selection of patients.
Everybody who considered himself or herself a victim of the
crash, who experienced symptoms and attributed these to
the crash, was allowed to call and was accepted for the
study. No responders without symptoms were participating
in the study. By design, the study population was one in
which they all had symptoms, which limits comparison with
other primary care surveys. A comparison with the Dutch
National Survey confirms the high rate of psychosocial
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Table 4. For the six most frequently reported symptoms: most frequently associated diagnoses as percentage of the number of patients
reporting the symptom.
Symptom

Number patients

Diagnosis by the GP

%

Fatigue

251

Depression
Neurasthenia
Problems at work
Other viral diseases
Upper respiratory tract infection
Diabetes mellitus

5
4
2
2
1
1

Headache

100

Tension headache
Crisis, acute stress
Sinusitis
Headache
Migraine
Other diseases of respiratory tract

14
3
3
2
2
2

Dyspnoea

85

Asthma
Emphysema, COPD
Hyperventilation
Allergy

12
6
6
2

Sleeplessness

88

PTSD
Anxiety, nervousness, tension
Neurasthenia
Problems at work

6
2
2
2

Concentration disorder

77

PTSD
Depression

4
3

Dry skin

73

Contact eczema, other eczema
Dermatophytosis
Constitutional eczema
Seborrhoic eczema
Other diseases of skin/subcutis

19
10
6
4
4

PTSD = post-traumatic stress disorder; COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Table 5. Ten diagnoses (from disorders diagnosed more than four times) most suspected of being related to the disaster according to the
GP’s perception (as scored on a three-point scale indicating the assumed association between diagnosis and disaster: 1 = unrealistic; 2 =
possible; 3 = [very] realistic).
Diagnosis

(Very) realistic (%)

Possible (%)

n

72.4
28.6
20.0
16.7
16.7
13.3
12.5
11.1
9.1
7.7

20.7
35.7
20.0
33.3
27.8
40.0
25.0
33.3
63.6
15.4

29
14
5
6
36
15
8
9
11
13

PTSD
Acute stress
Disease of oesophagus
Anxiety disorder
Depression
Tension headache
Other social problems
Other skin problems
Emphysema/COPD
Problems with working conditions

PTSD = post-traumatic stress disorder; COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

symptoms in our study. Depression, PTSD, hyperventilation,
and tension headache — all in the ten most frequent diagnoses of our study — are not in the ten most prevalent diagnoses of the National Survey.18
Patients’ beliefs about their symptoms are powerful influences on their decision to consult a doctor. It influences the
frequency of consultation and the way in which the problem
is presented.
Patients’ consulting behaviour in general practice before
the plane crash took place could not be analysed, owing to
the study’s design. In the literature, there was an increased
number of GP consultations in the 15 years before develop-
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ment of chronic fatigue syndrome was found, suggesting
that behavioural factors have a role in its aetiology.19 Another
study comparing self-reported screening questionnaires
and clinical opinion also confirms that, in general, the
greater the number of symptoms a patient reports, the less
likely it is that they can all be owing to somatic disease.20
Total symptom scores are therefore likely to be associated
with somatisation for a population.
Many of the reported symptoms and diagnoses in this
study would fit in the MUPS and/or functional somatic syndrome (FSS) categories.21 Muscle pain, hyperventilation,
tension headache, and irritable bowel syndrome were
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among the 20 most frequent diagnoses made by GPs.
MUPS and FSS share similar phenomenologies and high
rates of co-occurrence. Multifactorial aetiology has been
demonstrated.22 The suffering of patients with FSS is exacerbated by a self-perpetuating, self-validating cycle, in which
common, endemic somatic symptoms are incorrectly attributed to serious abnormality, reinforcing the patient’s belief
that he or she has a serious disease.21 The climate surrounding functional somatic syndromes includes sensationalised media coverage, the mobilisation of parties with a
vested self-interest in the status of functional somatic syndromes, litigation, and a clinical approach that overemphasises the biomedical and ignores psychosocial factors. All
these factors played an increasing role in our study population during the years preceding this study.
This study is not a follow-up study six years after a plane
crash, but applies to those patients who reported symptoms
that they attributed to the plane crash six years after. People
have a need to predict the future and to control events, so
that in the event that they are exposed to uncontrollable and
unpredictable events they are strongly motivated to explain
why the event and/or why their symptoms occurred.23,24
Causal attribution is the central cognitive mechanism
involved in the attempt to establish and maintain selfesteem, as well as perceptions of the world as predictable
and controllable.25 Even if causal attributions are not responsible for the onset of symptoms, they may be responsible for
their maintenance. Differences in attributional styles
between patients may lead to differences in coping behaviour.26-28 The high rate of psychological distress in this population has been reported elsewhere.29 Other studies also
confirmed that the level of post traumatic distress is not
directly related to the degree of trauma exposure.3,30 The
present study confirms that three-quarters of symptoms
attributed to the disaster have been reported to the patient’s
GP. The challenge for GPs is to recognise the patient’s attributional style and, while maintaining a good relationship
with their patient, to support coping behaviour by switching
from continuing the search for the cause of symptoms to
concentrating on the impact these symptoms have on the
patient’s life.31,32
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